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Lottery draws with progressive jackpots do not have a fixed return or house edge. See the calculator for return
and house edge. First of all I only included the probability to win the jackpot because people like to know it. If
you are serious about making money playing the lottery; winning the jackpot at the lottery you need to take on
the habits and attitude of professional gamblers. Games with fixed payout have fixed return rates and house
edge. In games with progressive jackpots, however, return grown and house edge shrinks with the growth of
the jackpot. You should always check progressive jackpots and keep an eye out for such opportunities. I can
only suggest playing progressive jackpot lotteries. With the calculators below you can calculate the exact
value of the house edge as it is right now. Probability and progressive jackpot lottery calculator Update: For
some reason the embedded calculator is not accessible to non-Gmail users sometimes for Gmail users as well ,
till I can fix it you can access the calculator here. The calculator does not take into consideration gambling
taxation and annuity and lump sum costs. It varies greatly from country-to-country and at which lottery you
play. More about this at the Annuity vs. Read the annuity and lump sum section, research how your gambling
winnings are taxed in your country and use the calculators below to adapt the calculations to your exact
situation. Take advantage of online and offline lottery promotions Lottery is a highly competitive market and
competition favours the customer. As companies bend over backwards for you â€” the player -, you will surely
find some sweet deals, which turns the odds in your favour even more. This is especially true for online
lotteries. Check out international lotteries online Although Mega Millions and Powerball tend to make the
most headlines there are still many lotteries worldwide which have huge progressive jackpots. For example in
Europe, EuroMillions and EuroJackpot are lottos which have top jackpots which can be worth hundreds of
millions of dollars. In Europe the prize money is tax-free and paid out immediately in one lump sum rather
than over 20 years in increments. That means that although the prizes might appear smaller than the US mega
lotteries, in reality they often work out to be worth more money when you take taxes and inflation into
account. Another one to keep in your calendar is the Spanish Xmas lottery which happens each year on
December 22nd. You have a 1 in , chance of winning the El Gordo jackpot! Consider the tax implications In
the United States, gambling winnings are taxable, but gambling losses are only deductible to offset winnings.
This legal asymmetry may affect the math. The double draw promotion that resulted in a 20 percent player
advantage before tax considerations is only profitable after taxes, provided the player can purchase the
hundreds of tickets required to cover a significant fraction of the outcomes. At least in the US the maximum,
However if you choose the annuity you probably end up paying less taxes. Not to mention most lotteries offer
favorable interest rates on their annuities. Pick numbers over 31 and avoid common lucky numbers or patterns
Whenever you choose your lottery numbers you should always pick numbers over The reasoning behind this
is simple. The thing is, you share big lottery prizes with all of the other winners which can cut your share
down in a hurry if you choose popular numbers. And since all numbers have an equal chance of being drawn,
as long as you can put your superstitions behind you then you have just as good of a chance to win with
unpopular numbers as you do with good old lucky 7! The most common lucky numbers which you should
avoid are 1, 3, 4, 7, 9 and Also avoid common patterns, particularly straight lines across a lottery ticket as
there are a surprising number of lazy players who go for 1,2,3,4, and 5. Go with a random number generator:
If you want to get really technical you can try a random number generator. However, you also have to share
whatever you win. Pretty much losing everything you gain by joining the syndicate. But most importantly
syndicate agreements are usually poorly written. There are plenty of stories of lottery groups taking each other
to court. Spare yourself the headache, go solo. Of course they are so helpful and friendly, that they are willing
to share this information with you for a LOWâ€”LOW price! If they are really so good at making money
playing the lottery, why do they need to sell e-books about it? Obviously these are all scams. A good example
of scam site like this is: I wholeheartedly wish you Good Luck! See you at the next draw, SimonTheSorcerer.
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First of all, we need to know how many different combinations of 6 numbers can be generated from 45
numbers. We use binomial coefficient formula below: As much as possible, I will try to explain everything
more simply and to make my point much quicker, I will simply provide the answer. Going back to the
question above, which of these combinations do you think have better chances of getting drawn? How to pick
winning lottery numbers? The answer is to simply avoid number combinations belonging to a pattern with
lower probability, as you would with the black marbles. In the case of a real lottery game, you should avoid a
pattern like All Even or All Odd numbers altogether. But then again, this is just a theoretical analysis right? As
I have mentioned earlier, the beauty of math is that you can prove it. The Expected frequency is the theoretical
frequency of each pattern drawn from calculating probabilities multiplied by total number of draws, while the
Observed frequency is the actual frequency drawn from actual lottery results a. The proximity of the expected
frequency and the observed frequency proves this. Accordingly, the results coincide with my previous
theoretical computations â€” proof that applying probability in the lottery can predict how it behaves or how it
will behave in the future. More specifically, what is your probability of winning the lottery? The answer, if
you digested all of that information correctly, will depend on which lottery pattern you will use to play with. If
you play with a pattern that has more chances of getting drawn, just like the 3 odd and 3 even pattern, then
your probability of winning the lottery is high. Previously, I mentioned the Law of Large Numbers. But what
is it anyway and what does it have to do with the lottery? The Law Of Large Numbers At Work The Law of
Large Numbers states that when an event is repeated a large number of times, the outcome is always close to
the expected value and will tend to become closer as more events are performed to infinity. The events here
are the actual lottery draws, and the expected value is the expected frequency after we multiply the probability
with the actual number of draws. The previous tables above states clearly how the Law of Large Numbers
intersects with the lottery. With this, we can say that the lottery can be represented by Probability Theory and
the Law of Large Numbers. Buy all the possible number combinations. In , Renato Gianella, a Brazilian
mathematician explained that not all combinations have equal chances of being drawn. Eventually, this will
also explain why not all number combinations have equal chances of getting picked in a draw. We will not be
able to cover all the patterns here. Fortunately, you can view the complete list when you sign up as
Lottometrix member. As with the marble example, when a pattern is outnumbered by other patterns, it would
be hard for that pattern to be picked in a draw. From the table above, theoretically, you can see that patterns ,
and almost never occur in a draw. This incurs the notion that playing with this combination is a total waste of
time and money. Unfortunately, many lottery players blindingly choose numbers based on this pattern. You
are probably one of them. Again, all these are theoretical analysis.
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Platinum Play Casino Australian lottery winners have stories that range from the inspirational to the tragic. Of
course, lotto winnings are only rarely the cause of misfortune. Why Are Lotto Stories Captivating? Stories of
regular folks who strike it big playing scratchies or groups who pool their money to buy tickets and end up
with one that happens to match every single number in a national lotto drawing are often fascinating. The
fascination could be caused by something as simple as the long odds against a victory; anything rare is
interesting to some. Lotto Odds Basics Lottery jackpot amounts vary; the truly life-changing prizes think of
lottery games the size of Powerball or Euro Millions in Europe exist because of differences between the size
of their audience and the audiences of smaller state-based lotto games. The more people in your player pool,
the larger the prize tends to be. A Euro Millions player is more likely to be hit by lightning eight times in a
single year than win the big money. The long odds against earning the prize, and the fact that winnings often
go to an average person, are a big reason why stories of big lotto jackpots are popular. To that end, here are
stories of Australian lottery winners, some uplifting and some awful. A Family of Sudden Millionaires in
Victoria A retired woman in Lilydale found out she held a ticket worth the fourth largest lotto prize in
Australian history in December of when she got a call from TattsLotto. In an interview with the Melbourne
Herald Sun, the anonymous retiree and her husband, who was also set to retire sometime this year, were only
casual lotto players, only buying a ticket when the jackpot got really high. A Canadian Lotto Curse with an
Aussie Connection Sometimes the curse of a big lotto prize happens because of irresponsibility; a recent story
about a Canadian family torn apart by a jackpot has nothing at all to do with bad behaviour. It is stories like
this that make the curse seem like a real thing. Within three years, the lucky Canadian citizen named Lucien
Nault experienced one calamity after another. Nault, whose health was failing before he won the money, is
experiencing dementia, allowing a family friend and some of his neighbours to manipulate him into spending
the prize for their gain. His wife left him after a dispute over her claims to his jackpot. Worst of all, Mr.
Winning Big and Living Small Rather than concentrate on horror stories like Lucien Naults, which are far
rarer than happy tales of how a big prize changes lives, think about this story about a family of Australians
who find themselves the lucky recipients of a lotto windfall. In , the Sydney Morning Herald reported a series
of stories focusing on the Chester family. The family of five had an average Aussie work-a-day lifestyle when
Mr. Chester bought a Tatts lotto ticket on a whim while commuting home from work. No one in the family
had ever purchased a ticket before or gambled on casino games , poker, or anything more serious than a
charity auction at church. What did they do with it? Remaining somewhat anonymous â€” the paper never
reported where they live or any details besides the family name â€” Mrs. Chester remarks that no one but their
vicar know that they had a windfall. People who win a few thousand, a few hundred thousand, or even
hundreds of millions of dollars are faced with a series of important choices. The way a lotto prize holder
spends the cash or, even better, the way they invest it is a personal decision, one that could affect a family or
individual for years to come. Avoiding a catastrophe like those experienced by supposedly cursed lotto players
has more to do with the way you handle yourself than any bad luck streak supernaturally imposed by the lotto
game itself.
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The Basics of Winning Lotto/Lottery by Prof. Jones A quick and easy guide that gives players an approach to winning
million-dollar jackpots! This handy guide shows bettors everything they need to know to play and win money at lotto and
lottery game in just one quick read, including the rules and variations, the payoffs, the odds and inside.
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Read "Basics of Winning Lotto/ Lottery" by Professor Jones with Rakuten Kobo. You can play keno anywhere in the
casino, even at the dinner table. Fifteen chapters outline what you need to know abou.

Chapter 6 : Basics of Winning Lotto & Lottery eBook: Prof. Jones: blog.quintoapp.com: Kindle Store
Basics of Winning Lotto & Lottery has 4 ratings and 1 review. Learn to be a winner in just one quick read! This handy
guide shows you everything you need.
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New Edtion! Learn to be a winner in just one quick read! This handy guide shows you everything you need to know to
play and win money at lotto and lottery games, inluding: the rules and variations, the payoffs, the odds and GRI, inside
secrets, and winning strategies.

Chapter 8 : The Basics of Winning Lotto/Lottery by Prof. Jones (, Paperback) | eBay
Time and time again people play the lottery, but fall shortbecause some do not use any methods, but just pick whatever
number comes to mind. Winning is about luck, and strategiesnot just about picking whatever number. The book has
several chapters that talk about the ways, the different ways one may.
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A quick and easy guide that gives players an approach to winning million-dollar jackpots!This handy guide shows bettors
everything they need to know to play and win money at lotto and lottery game in just one quick read, including the rules
and variations, the payoffs, the odds and inside secrets and winning strategies used by big jackpot winners. | eBay!
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